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and associated services
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Switchboard-data acquisition and monitoring make it
possible to anticipate events. In this way, they reduce
customer costs in terms of operation, maintenance and
investment.

Serial link

With communication technology, it is no longer necessary to be physically present at
the site to access information. Data is transmitted by networks.
In all architectures, the communication interface serves as the link between the
installation devices and the PC running the operating software. It provides the
physical link and protocol adaptation. Adaptation is required because the
communication systems used by the PC (Modbus via RS232 and/or Ethernet) are
generally not those used by the installation devices (e.g. the Modbus protocol via
RS485).
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Dedicated application software prepares the information for analysis under the best
possible conditions.

Modbus communication architecture.
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In addition, an EGX100 in serial port slave mode allows a serial Modbus master
device to access information from other devices across a Modbus TCP/IP network.

Modbus master device

EGX100
serial slave mode

Modbus communication across Ethernet network
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Communication interfaces
and associated services (cont.)

Ethernet link

Using modern Web technologies, the operator can access information from
monitoring and protection devices using any PC connected to the network, with all
the required security.
The Ethernet EGX100 gateway or the EGX300 integrated gateway-servers provide
connectivity between Modbus RS485 and Ethernet Modbus TCP/IP.
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EGX100

EGX300

Ethernet communication architecture.

The services available with these technologies considerably simplify the creation,
maintenance and operation of these supervision systems.
The application software is now standardised: the web interface into the system does
not require custom web pages to be created. It is personalised by simply identifying
the components in your installation and can be used as easily as any internet
application.
The first step in this approach is the EGX300 integrated gateway-server with HTML
pages. Power management software (ION Enterprise, System Manager or
PowerView), running on a PC, provide broader coverage for more specific needs.
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